
Andrew Stankevih Contest 34 � Northern Grand PrixPetrozavodsk, Monday, February 2, 2009Problem A. Three Colors (High Div Only!)Input �le: 3olors.inOutput �le: 3olors.outTime limit: 4 seondsMemory limit: 256 megabytesThree is like magi number in omputer siene. For example, onsider vertex oloring problem. It is easyto detet whether you an olor verties of an undireted graph using two olors so that no verties of thesame olor are onneted by an edge, but it is very hard to do it if you are allowed to use three olors.Asking for more? It is easy to solve 2-SAT but it is hard to solve 3-SAT.It is unfair, so in this problem we onsider an easy problem with three olors while the problem with twoolors is more di�ult.Consider oloring edges of an undireted G using k olors from {0, 1, . . . , k− 1}. Denote the sum of olorsof edges inident to vertex u as s(u). The oloring is alled neighbor distinguishing if for any two verties
u and v onneted by an edge s(u) 6= s(v).Given a bipartite graph G you must �nd its neighbor distinguishing 3-oloring.InputThe �rst line of the input �le ontains three integer numbers n1, n2 and m � the number of verties ineah part and the number of edges, respetively (1 ≤ n1, n2 ≤ 1500, 1 ≤ m ≤ 10000). The following mlines desribe edges, eah edge is desribed by two integer numbers � the numbers of verties it onnets.Verties in eah part are independently numbered starting from 1.OutputIf the given graph has no neighbor distinguishing 3-oloring, output �−1�.In the other ase output m integer numbers � the olors of the edges in order they are desribed in theinput �le.Examples 3olors.in 3olors.out3 3 71 11 21 32 23 13 23 3
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Andrew Stankevih Contest 34 � Northern Grand PrixPetrozavodsk, Monday, February 2, 2009Problem B. Antipalindromi NumbersInput �le: anti.inOutput �le: anti.outTime limit: 4 seondsMemory limit: 256 megabytesPalindrome is a word that is read the same way in either diretion. Similarly let us de�ne antipalindromeas a word that has no equal haraters on the same positions when read from front to bak and from bakto front. For example �omputer� is antipalindrome, but �information� is not (`m' is on the 6-th positionin both �information� and �noitamrofni�).A number is alled antipalindromi if its deimal notation is antipalindrome.You are given a number x. Find the smallest antipalindromi number greater than x.InputInput �le ontains several test ases. Eah test ase is the number x (1 ≤ x ≤ 10100). The last test aseis followed by 0, it must not be proessed.OutputFor eah number in the input print the smallest antipalindromi number greater than it on a line by itself.Examples anti.in anti.out520990 10211010
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Andrew Stankevih Contest 34 � Northern Grand PrixPetrozavodsk, Monday, February 2, 2009Problem C. ArbitrageInput �le: arbitrage.inOutput �le: arbitrage.outTime limit: 4 seondsMemory limit: 256 megabytesAs the �nanial risis got stronger, urreny exhange rates started to �utuate too muh, so the entralbanks of several ountries deided to �x the onversion rate between their urrenies. After that theurreny exhange market will be losed for good, and the new ommon urreny will be introdued inthese ountries.However, there are some restritions on the exhange rates that will be �xed for the transitional period.We all a matrix of exhange rates legible if it satis�es the following onditions:1. For any pair of urrenies u and v the exhange rate cuv (1 unit of u urreny is exhanged to cuvunits of v urreny) must be inside the orridor de�ned using exhange rates on the market at theday before the reform. So it must satisfy inequalities muv ≤ cuv ≤ Muv for given muv and Muv.2. For eah pair of urrenies u and v it must be cuv = 1/cvu.3. There must be no arbitrage possibility � it must be impossible to perform a sequene of exhangesstarting with some amount in urreny u and �nishing with larger amount of the same urreny.That is, for any sequene of urrenies u1, u2, . . . uk it must be cu1u2
cu2u3

. . . cuku1
≤ 1.4. All exhange rates cuv must be rational.Given orridors for all pairs of urrenies, help the entral banks to establish legible matrix of exhangerates.InputThe �rst line of the input �le ontains n � the number of ountries (2 ≤ n ≤ 50). The following n2 linesontain two rational numbers eah: m11 and M11, m12 and M12, . . . , m1n and M1n, m21 and M21, . . . ,

mnn and Mnn (mii = Mii = 1; 1/100 ≤ mij ≤ Mij ≤ 100). All numbers are written as a fration of aform p/q.OutputOutput n lines, eah line must ontain n rational numbers separated by spaes. Eah rational numbermust be written as an irreduible fration. Its numerator and denominator must not exeed 101000.If there is no solution, print �Impossible� at the �rst line of the output �le instead.
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Andrew Stankevih Contest 34 � Northern Grand PrixPetrozavodsk, Monday, February 2, 2009Examples arbitrage.in arbitrage.out31/1 1/17/10 8/1025/1 35/112/10 14/101/1 1/130/10 50/11/33 1/281/45 1/351/1 1/1
1/1 10/13 30/113/10 1/1 39/11/30 1/39 1/1

21/1 1/11/3 1/21/3 1/21/1 1/1 Impossible
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Andrew Stankevih Contest 34 � Northern Grand PrixPetrozavodsk, Monday, February 2, 2009Problem D. Border Correlation (High Div Only!)Input �le: border.inOutput �le: border.outTime limit: 4 seondsMemory limit: 256 megabytesBorder orrelation is used in statistial word analysis when determining strutural similarity of words.Consider a word w of length n omposed of lowerase letters of the English alphabet. A word is said tobe bordered if its pre�x funtion is greater than zero. Reall that a pre�x funtion of a word is the lengthof its longest pre�x that isn't equal to the word itself and is also the word's su�x. For example, the word�abababa� is bordered, beause it has pre�x �ababa� that is also its su�x, but the word �aababab� isunbordered beause none of its pre�xes is its su�x exept two degenerate ases (ε and the word itself).Let us number yli shifts of w from 1 to n, the i-th yli shifts starts from the i-th harater of theoriginal word. For example, the �rst yli shift of �abababa� is �abababa�, the seond one is �bababaa�,et, the seventh one is �aababab�.Border orrelation B(w) is a word omposed of n haraters `0' and `1'. The i-th harater of B(w) is `1'if the i-th yli shift of w is bordered, and `0' if it is unbordered. For example, the border orrelation of�abababa� is �1011110�.Given a word w �nd its border orrelation.InputInput �le ontains a word w onsisting of lowerase letters of the English alphabet. Its length doesn'texeed 100 000.OutputOutput border orrelation of the word in the input �le.Examples border.in border.outabababa 1011110
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Andrew Stankevih Contest 34 � Northern Grand PrixPetrozavodsk, Monday, February 2, 2009Problem E. ChipmunksInput �le: hipmunks.inOutput �le: hipmunks.outTime limit: 4 seondsMemory limit: 256 megabytesAndrew and Ann work in a medial laboratory. They make tests of new mediines on hipmunks. Initiallythere were two hipmunks in the laboratory, and they were numbered 1 and 2. It was very onvenient �you an say �hipmunks with total number 2� and understand that this is about hipmunk 2, or �hipmunkswith total number 3� and understand that this is about both hipmunks.However, soon the third hipmunk was bought for the laboratory. Now when you say �hipmunks withtotal number 3� it is not lear whether this is about hipmunk 3 or hipmunks 1 and 2. However, Andrewand Ann found the solution. Now they say �1 hipmunk with total number 3� or �2 hipmunks with totalnumber 3� and it is lear what set of hipmunks is referred.But the problems ame when the fourth hipmunk was bought. If it were assigned number 4, the phrase �2hipmunks with total number 5� would be ambiguous. So Andrew and Ann had to �nd another solution,and of ourse it was found. The hipmunk was assigned number 5. And again speifying the number ofhipmunks in the set and their total number uniquely identi�ed the set of hipmunks.Help Andrew and Ann to ontinue assigning numbers to hipmunks as more and more of them are bought.Let �rst n−1 hipmunks be already assigned numbers in the following way: eah new hipmunk is assignedthe smallest possible positive integer number suh that the number of hipmunks in a set and sum of theirnumbers uniquely identi�es the set. Suppose the n-th hipmunk is bought. Find out what is the smallestpossible number that an be assigned to the n-th hipmunk so that the above property was preserved.InputThe input �le ontains one integer number n (1 ≤ n ≤ 20).OutputOutput one number � the number that must be assigned to the n-th hipmunk.Examples hipmunks.in hipmunks.out1 14 55 8
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Andrew Stankevih Contest 34 � Northern Grand PrixPetrozavodsk, Monday, February 2, 2009Problem F. Coins GameInput �le: oins.inOutput �le: oins.outTime limit: 4 seondsMemory limit: 256 megabytesAnn and Betty play a game with oins. Initially m×n oins are plaed on an m×n grid, some heads up,some tails up. The ells of the grid are indexed by two numbers (x, y) where 1 ≤ x ≤ m and 1 ≤ y ≤ n.Ann moves �rst.Eah turn a player to move does the following: she selets the oin whih is heads up and �ips it. Let theoin to be �ipped reside at ell (i, j) of the grid (1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n). After that the same player alsoselets two numbers i1 and j1 suh that 0 ≤ i1 < i, 0 ≤ j1 < j and also �ips the oins at positions (i1, j),
(i, j1) and (i1, j1) (if some of them don't exist beause one of the oordinates is zero, the orrespondingpositions are ignored).The player who annot make a move beause all oins are tails up loses.Given the initial on�guration of oins �nd out who wins the game, and if it is Ann what is her winning�rst move.InputThe �rst line of the input �le ontains m and n (1 ≤ m,n ≤ 50). The following m lines ontain nharaters eah, the j-th harater of the i-th of these lines is `1' if the oin at (i, j) is heads up and `0'if it is tails up.OutputThe �rst line of the output �le must ontain the name of the winning player. If it is Ann, the seond linemust ontain i and j and the third line must ontain i1 and j1. These numbers must desribe the winning�rst move. If there are several possible winning moves, output any one.Examples oins.in oins.out3 3000000001 Ann3 30 02 21101 Betty
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Andrew Stankevih Contest 34 � Northern Grand PrixPetrozavodsk, Monday, February 2, 2009Problem G. Mahine LearningInput �le: learning.inOutput �le: learning.outTime limit: 4 seondsMemory limit: 256 megabytesMahine learning studies the ability of algorithms and omputer programs to �learn�. Usually mahinelearning is ahieved through �training� with a large set of samples. In this problem we onsider a simpleexample of mahine learning when the deterministi automaton is trained to reognize some languagegiven by a set of samples.Deterministi �nite automaton (DFA) is an ordered set 〈Σ, U, s, T, ϕ〉 where Σ is the �nite set alled inputalphabet (Σ = {0, 1} in this problem), U is the �nite set of states, s ∈ U is the initial state, T ⊂ U is theset of terminal states and ϕ : U × Σ → U is the transition funtion.The input of the automaton is a word α over Σ. Initially the automaton is in state s. Eah step it readsthe �rst harater c of the input word and hanges its state to ϕ(u, c) where u is the urrent state. Afterthat the �rst harater of the input word is removed and the step repeats. If after its input word is emptythe automaton is in the terminal state, it aepts the initial word α, in the other ase it rejets it.All words of length from 0 to n are divided to two sets S+ and S−. The automaton is said to be orretwith respet to this division if it aepts all words from S+ and rejets all words from S−. Find the orretautomaton with the minimal number of states. Note that the behavior of the automaton on words fromneither S+ nor S− an be arbitrary.InputThe �rst line of the input �le ontains n (1 ≤ n ≤ 12). The following 2n − 1 lines desribe S+ and S−.Eah line ontains one word pre�xed with `+' if it is in S+ or with `-' if it is in S−. Words are listedordered by length, and then lexiographially.OutputThe �rst line of the output �le must ontain u � the number of states of the automaton (u ≥ 1), and s �the initial state (states are numbered from 1 to u).The seond line must ontain t � the number of terminal states, followed by t integer numbers � theterminal states themselves.The following u lines must ontain two numbers eah � the i-th of these lines must ontain ϕ(i, 0) and
ϕ(i, 1).Examples learning.in learning.out2++0-1+00-01-10-11

2 11 11 22 2
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Andrew Stankevih Contest 34 � Northern Grand PrixPetrozavodsk, Monday, February 2, 2009Problem H. PeaksInput �le: peaks.inOutput �le: peaks.outTime limit: 4 seondsMemory limit: 256 megabytesPermutation 〈a1, a2, . . . , an〉 of integer numbers from 1 to n is said to have k peaks if inequalities
ai−1 < ai > ai+1 are satis�ed for exatly k di�erent indies i (we onsider a0 = an+1 = 0 for thepurpose of the above inequalities).For example, permutation 〈3, 1, 4, 5, 2〉 has two peaks at i = 1 and i = 4.Given n and k �nd the number of permutations of numbers from 1 to n with exatly k peaks. Return thisnumber modulo 239.InputInput �le ontains two integer numbers: n and k (1 ≤ n ≤ 1015, 1 ≤ k ≤ 30).OutputOutput one integer number � the number of permutations of numbers from 1 to n with exatly k peaks,modulo 239.Examples peaks.in peaks.out3 1 410 3 131
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Andrew Stankevih Contest 34 � Northern Grand PrixPetrozavodsk, Monday, February 2, 2009Problem I. TourInput �le: tour.inOutput �le: tour.outTime limit: 4 seondsMemory limit: 256 megabytesThere are n ities in Flatland, some of them are onneted by bidiretional roads. The system of roads isorganized in suh way that there is exatly one way to get from any ity to any other ity by the roads.Reently the king of Flatland has deided that he would like to travel around the ountry and visit all theities. He would like to start travelling from the apital of the ountry, travel along the roads and returnto the apital visiting eah ity exatly one.The minister of transport of Flatland told the king that it is impossible to do so, beause there are noyles in the road system of Flatland, in partiular there is no way to travel from the apital bak to theapital without visiting a ity more than one. But the king insisted that he would like to perform thetour. So the minister ordered to build new roads in order to make suh tour possible.Help the minister to �nd the minimal number of roads to build so that the king ould perform his tour.InputThe �rst line of the input �le ontains n � the number of ities (3 ≤ n ≤ 100 000). The following n − 1lines desribe roads. Eah road is desribed by two integer numbers � the numbers of ities it onnets.The ities are numbered from 1 to n.OutputOutput one integer number � the minimal number of roads that must be built.Examples tour.in tour.out51 22 32 41 5 2
In the given example roads 3−4 and 4−5 an be built, the king's tour would then be 1−2−3−4−5−1.
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Andrew Stankevih Contest 34 � Northern Grand PrixPetrozavodsk, Monday, February 2, 2009Problem J. The Wall (High Div Only!)Input �le: wall.inOutput �le: wall.outTime limit: 4 seondsMemory limit: 256 megabytesAfter onquering Edgeland, Flatland and Allies deided to divide its apital to areas of in�uene. Aftersome negotiations it was deided to build the wall to separate Flatland area from Allies area. Due toperfetionism of the leaders of the parties, it was deided that the wall would have form of a irle.Eah party marked several points of interest on the map that it would like to have in its area of in�uene.Now the wall must have all Flatland points at one side of the wall, and all Allies points on the at theother side. The wall would be very thin, so it an pass at any side of the points exatly on it.Help the parties to build the wall. Given points of interest, �nd some irle that satis�es the requirementsabove.InputThe �rst line of the input �le ontains n and m � the number of points of interest of Flatland and thenumber of points of interest of Allies (2 ≤ n,m ≤ 120). The following n lines ontain two integer numberseah � the oordinates of points of interest of Flatland. The following m lines desribe points of interestof Allies. All oordinates do not exeed 104 by their absolute values. All points of interest are di�erent.OutputIf it is possible to build the wall, print �YES� at the �rst line of the input �le. The seond line must ontainthree real numbers: oordinates of the enter and radius of the wall. Your answer must be aurate up to
10−6, but print as many digits after the deimal point as possible.If there is no solution, print �NO� at the �rst line of the output �le.Examples wall.in wall.out2 20 00 11 01 1 YES0 0.5 0.52 20 01 11 00 1 YES0.5 0.5 0.707106781186547524 20 02 22 00 21 15 5

NO
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Andrew Stankevih Contest 34 � Northern Grand PrixPetrozavodsk, Monday, February 2, 2009Problem K. Little Brakets (First Div Only!)Input �le: brakets.inOutput �le: brakets.outTime limit: 2 seondsMemory limit: 64 megabytesonsider all regular braket sequenes with one type of brakets. Let us all the depth of the sequenethe maximal di�erene between the number of opening and the number of losing brakets in a sequenepre�x. For example, the depth of the sequene �()()(())� is 2, and the depth of �((()(())()))� is 4.Find out the number of regular braket sequenes with n opening brakets that have the depth equal to k.For example, for n = 3 and k = 2 there are three suh sequenes: �()(())�, �(()())�, �(())()�.InputInput �le ontains several test ases. Eah test ase is desribed with n and k (1 ≤ k ≤ n ≤ 50).Last testase is followed by two zeroes. They should not be proessed.OutputFor eah testase output the number of regular braket sequenes with n opening brakets that have thedepth equal to k.Separate output for di�erent testases by a blank line. Adhere to the format of the sample output.Example* brakets.in brakets.out3 237 230 0 Case 1: 3Case 2: 203685956218528
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Andrew Stankevih Contest 34 � Northern Grand PrixPetrozavodsk, Monday, February 2, 2009Problem L. Under Control (First Div Only!)Input �le: ontrol.inOutput �le: ontrol.outTime limit: 2 seondsMemory limit: 64 megabytesn a game of Civilization III the area ontrolled by a ity is de�ned by its ulture level. The game proeedson a retangular grid. A ity oupies one grid square. Eah ity has a ulture level whih is a non-negativeinteger number.A ity with a ulture level 0 ontrols its own square and eight adjaent squares. A ity with a ulture level1 additionally ontrols all squares that share a side with those squares (a total of 9 + 12 = 21 squares).Generally, if a ity with a ulture level i ontrols the set A of squares, a ity with the same loation anda ulture level i + 1 would ontrol all these squares and also squares that share a side with at least onesquare from A.The piture on the left shows the sets of squares ontrolled by ities with ulture levels of 0, 1 and 2.
0 1 2

The area ontrolled by the ivilization is de�ned as follows. Consider the total area ontrolled by all itsities. The ivilization area is the smallest set of squares, suh that it ontains all the squares ontrolledby some ity, and its omplement ontains no hanging squares. A square x of a set B is alled hanging ifthere is no 2 × 2 square in B that ontains square x.Calulate the total area ontrolled by a ivilization, given the loations of all its ities on a map. You mayonsider that the map is in�nite and that there are no other ivilizations.InputThe �rst line of the input �le ontains an integer number n � the number of the ities of a ivilization(1 ≤ n ≤ 50). Next n lines desribe ities. Eah ity is desribed with its integer oordinates (xi, yi) andits ulture level ci. Coordinates do not exeed 109 by their absolute value, ulture level does not exeed 10.OutputOutput the total number of squares ontrolled by a ivilization.Example* ontrol.in ontrol.out20 0 14 -3 0 31
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Andrew Stankevih Contest 34 � Northern Grand PrixPetrozavodsk, Monday, February 2, 2009The squares ontrolled by the ivilization in the example are shown on the right piture. The squaremarked by a small irle is not ontrolled by any ity, however it belongs to the area ontrolled by theivilization beause otherwise it would be hanging.
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Andrew Stankevih Contest 34 � Northern Grand PrixPetrozavodsk, Monday, February 2, 2009Problem M. Puzzle (First Div Only!)Input �le: puzzle.inOutput �le: puzzle.outTime limit: 2 seondsMemory limit: 64 megabytesittle Georgie likes puzzles very muh. Reently he has found a wooden triangle in the box with old toys.The side of the triangle is n inhes long. The triangle is divided into n2 unit triangles with lines drawnon his surfae.The interesting fat about that triangle is that it is not solid � it onsists of two parts. Eah of the partsis a onneted set of unit triangles. Georgie has put his triangle onto the table and now wonders whetherhe an separate the parts. He wants to separate them without taking any part of the triangle o� the table,just moving the parts by the table surfae. The triangle has a small but non-zero thikness, so while beingmoved the parts must not interset.For example, if the triangle is divided into parts as it is shown on the top piture below, Georgie anseparate the parts the way he wants. However in the ase displayed on the bottom piture, he annotseparate the parts without lifting one of them.Help Georgie to determine whether he an separate the parts moving them by the surfae of the table.InputInput �le ontains one or more testases. The �rst line of eah testase ontains n (2 ≤ n ≤ 50). Next nlines ontain the desription of the triangle, i-th of these lines ontains 2i − 1 haraters, desribing unittriangles in the i-th row, from left to right. Charater `0' means that the triangle belongs to the �rst partof the main triangle, `1' means that it belongs to the seond one.Testases are separated with blank lines. Testase with n = 0 designates the end of the test data, thistestase must not be proessed.OutputFor eah puzzle output the line with its number followed by the line that states whether the parts an beseparated. Separate output for di�erent ases with a blank line.
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Andrew Stankevih Contest 34 � Northern Grand PrixPetrozavodsk, Monday, February 2, 2009Example* puzzle.in puzzle.out600010001100000110001111110011111111160001001110011011000000111001111111110

Puzzle 1Parts an be separatedPuzzle 2Parts annot be separated
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